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Solar Stories
By Powerfully Green
‘My only regret with the first
installation was not getting
more solar.’ –Sam V.
8.495 kW, Blaine, MN

Project Details
11/12/09

06/26/12

2.15 kW
10 REC 215 watt modules
Fronius IG 2000 inverter

6.345 kW
27 Trina 235 watt modules
Enphase M215 microinverters
All modules were reoriented to portrait layout
240-volt outlets added to the
garage for electric vehicle
charging

Maximize that south-facing roof
With the backyard bordering a small pond, a geothermal system for heating and
cooling was a very efficient choice. This increased electricity consumption
significantly, so when my utility offered a small solar rebate along with a state
rebate, I took that opportunity to install a solar electric system. I had Powerfully
Green install 10 modules on of my sunniest, highest two roof surfaces. As time
went on, my only regret with the first installation was not getting more solar.
In 2011 I put my name on a waiting list for a Tesla-S electric vehicle, and I
leased a Chevy Volt hybrid-electric vehicle in the mean time. I love my Volt, and
I’ve been able to drive almost exclusively on electricity, and even convinced my
employer to consider putting in a charging station. I read about solar module
prices coming down, and with my new plug-in vehicles, now seemed like the time
to consider putting solar on my other south-facing roof surfaces. Because the house
is taller than the garage, Powerfully Green recommended micro-inverters to
maximize performance and mitigate the effect of late-afternoon shading. Even
though the new modules are a different brand, you’d never know this was done in
two phases. Now I’ve maximized my south-facing roof. If my utility ever decides
they want solar power to help with their peak load
demand in the afternoon, I have a west-facing roof
that’s shade free too. Solar works in Minnesota!

Would solar work for you?
Powerfully Green is a Minnesota small business and we are the boots on your
roof. We are happy to answer questions and help you learn about solar power.
Ask us how the systems work, about current incentives, or have us look up your
address on a satellite map to see if solar would work at your home or office.
- Rebecca Lundberg and Dan Williams
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